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Highly proficient, versatile and dedicated individual seeks a challenging position 
within your company, utilizing 15 years of extensive experience with excellent 
leadership qualities and interpersonal skills.

EXPERIENCE

Jr. Proof operator
ABC Corporation - MARCH 1989 – SEPTEMBER 1990

 Clerk Responsible for microfilming checks on Recordak for statement 
rendering. Rendering daily retail and corporate statements.

 Operating sorter machine for exception item processing and 
performing cycle sort for statement rendering.

 Receiving and Processing Federal in clearings and fine sort.
 Performing reject re-entry balancing for appropriate posting.
 Responsible for transcribing customer documents Corrected customer

mistakes on financial documents.
 Process teller and bank department items Balance bankcard deposits,

American Express deposits, and food coupon deposits.
 Encoded items received from branches and operations areas in a 

timely and accurate manner while verifying that debit and credit 
transactions.

Proof Operator 
ABC Corporation - 1986 – 1989

 Operated machines to encode, add, cancel, photocopy, and sort 
checks, drafts, and money orders for collection and to prove records 
of transactions Placed checks into machine that encodes amounts in 
magnetic ink, adds amounts, and cancels check.

 Entered amount of each check, using keyboard.
 Placed encoded checks in sorter and activates machine to 

automatically microfilm, sorted, and total checks according to bank 
drawn on.

 Read checks and entered data, such as amount, bank, or account 
number, using keyboard.

 Compared machine totals to listing received with batch of checks and 
rechecks each item if totals differ.

 Encoded correct amount or prepared transaction correction record, if 
error is found.

 Bundled sorted check with tape listing each item to prepare checks, 
drawn on other banks, for collection..
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EDUCATION

 - (Pasadena High School - Pasadena, CA)

SKILLS

Customer Service, MS-Excel.
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